shaping spatial experience

The contemplation of the themes and design sensibilities contained within this body of work has had a
profound influence upon the way I comprehend the physical world and approach the practice of design. In
questioning how the consideration of wave-like phenomena can inform the design of objects and spaces,
the project has encompassed an extensive body of knowledge and uncovered a vast range of insights into
design methodologies and working techniques that have been employed within both my design practice
and undergraduate design studio teaching. In reflecting on the shaping of the body of work from a number
of diﬀerent viewpoints this document has sought to define the territory of an original approach to design
while laying the foundation for an ongoing and continuously maturing practice.
The embracing of ideas that characterise wave-like behaviour not only informed the theoretical
foundations used in the fashioning of the physical nature of designed objects and spaces but also infiltrated
the development of a working style. Singularly the works can be seen as objects which seek to focus
particular qualities of individual phenomena and in doing so question the nature of their own physicality.
Subsequently the development of the project as a series of conceptually related design outcomes served to
both diﬀerentiate and conflate the properties found in the individual pieces. By approaching the production
of projects in a serial manner and by allowing the concerns of one series to influence the interpretation of
another, an oscillating field of interrelated polarities was generated within the body of the work. This selfperpetuating field was further extended across diﬀerent series of works and by implication across diﬀerent
modes of physical phenomena. While the projects served to underpin an appreciation of the wave-like
phenomena involved in the manipulation of material and immaterial properties relative to the act of interior
design, they also established the foundation for an iterative and continually evolving ideology toward the
shaping of contemporary urban environments. This creative methodology was defined by the synthesis
of subject and object, theory and technique in which the field-like dimensions of the act of design were
synchronistically inscribed in a conceptual, structural, physical, perceptual and contextual manner.

Urban Spatial Phenomena
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Initially the direction of the project was developed through the consideration of the history of physical
thought and involved the theoretical familiarisation with the principles of various physical phenomena
(appendix 1). This research stream acted as a constant background condition that informed creative
responses. Beyond this formal research, the primary technique employed in the comprehension of specific
phenomena involved studio-based experimental work in which the production and testing of certain
methods, materials and eﬀects which was undertaken in the controlled conditions of the workshop and
studio space. In this phase of the design process, the principles of the physical manipulation of specific
phenomena and the conditions under which they are most successfully produced were trialled and
perfected. Such a process required the direct engagement with the media involved in the creation of a
work and relied on the mastering of the processes and techniques used to control the dynamic fields that
manifest the piece’s qualities. The coming to terms with the generation of fields of physical energies and
comprehending the subtleties of their sensorial perception became the nucleus of the study. From this
vantage point a novel way of understanding and shaping the physical environment was developed, which
laid the foundations for an approach to the act of design which could synthesise the control of light, sound,
form and materiality as a holistic continuum within the composition of spatial design.
In structuring the description of these experimental pieces, the main body of this document involved the
exposition of the collection of works of art and design through a detailed investigation of the primary
media with which they engaged. In each chapter the qualities of light, sound, form and materiality were
examined through the production of experimental design projects. Through this undertaking a detailed
knowledge of the nature of the specific phenomena being manipulated, the media employed in it’s shaping
and the qualities of sensorial engagement that such actions produced was refined and understood. These
investigations established the principles for a particular and personal approach to the shaping of objects and
spaces that employs the comprehension of field-like conditions to inform the act of design.
In concert with the formulation of a theoretical, physical, technical and perceptual foundation to the practice
of design ran the contemplation of the collected design projects as an illustration of the synergies that exist
within an ongoing creative process. The consideration of the body of work in a chronological way exposed
how the approach to the act of design developed over a decade of dedicated output. In this reflection
upon the works produced, the cross-fertilisation of ideas between diﬀerent projects and the infiltration of
approaches between diﬀerent media became apparent. In this light, the practice can be seen to evolve from
the intimate object-based investigations of the early design projects into the conceptualisation of complex
interweaving fields of simultaneous phenomena that engage with their surroundings in specific and dynamic
ways in the later works (appendix 2).
A more detailed uncovering of the potentials inherent within the manipulation of particular media involved
the exploration of ideas and approaches through the production of works in a serial manner. Adopting
such an approach both constrained and liberated the design process as, by its nature, the production of
a series seeks to extend the application of ideas within a tight and controlled framework of thinking. The
conceptualising of the works as series of specific yet interrelated investigations allowed each work to
operate in a precise manner in which its final form could be focused so as to highlight particular aspects
of the sets of ideas, manipulation of materials and shaping of phenomena. When considered together, the
discoveries made within each individual piece of work within the series could act as elements of a larger
dissertation and would shape the vocabulary of the complex design language used in the manipulation of a
medium.
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Beyond the establishment of preconceived groups of works, lay the detection of undiscovered series
within the spectrum of completed projects. In this case, parallels were identified between the themes and
approaches of diﬀerent works, done at diﬀerent times, with diﬀerent media and with diﬀerent intentions.
In this form of reflection, the recognition of unconscious methodologies employed within the evolving
practice helped define new patterns of engagement with the ongoing work. The identification of such series
of works spanned the concerns of the phenomena investigated within the project, so that methodologies
and approaches from works whose origination came from the study of light could be seen in works that
were concerned with the manipulation of sound, form or materiality. In this way the constructing of series
of works in hindsight became a mechanism to inscribe the body of work with a network of interconnected
motifs which synthesised issues from seemingly unrelated fields and drove the work into new and
unexpected directions.
Another perspective through which the project has been evaluated is the classification of works into
diﬀerent modes of practice that run across the spectrum of art and design. While at the heart of the project
lie the series of studio-based experiments, which are conceived of as pure investigations of phenomena and
perception, the understanding of the potentials of these discoveries and their application in the wider world
needs to be framed in relation to diﬀerent sites, circumstances and design briefs. In positioning the adoption
of the principles that have been developed through the comprehension of wave-like phenomena into the
realm of the city, an appreciation of the typologies of space with which this thinking may intersect became
paramount in defining the direction and concerns of the design practice.
Extending the conception and display of the work beyond the realm of the studio initially involved an
engagement with the nature of contemporary gallery spaces. The gallery-based work was understood to
exist within the traditions of late twentieth century perceptual minimalism and installation art in which
the neutral void of the white walls of galleries act as a blank canvas in which works can operate on a
primary level. In this situation sculptural and installation-based works can be presented in a concentrated
and expressive form, in ways that can confront the audience with sensorial provocative encounters that
challenge assumptions about perception and the nature of physical reality. However, the role of the gallery
for the exhibition of new ideas is not restricted to the realm of art. In recent years the use of the gallery
to display conceptual design work as part of the design festival circuit has become commonplace. In this
scenario the practices and intentions of interior design and installation art infiltrate and inform each
other so that abstract ideas on the nature of design and its future directions can be presented, promoted,
discussed and debated.
While the studio-based experimental projects and gallery-based installation pieces tend to lie within the
realm of the purely sculptural and physical exploration of phenomena and the mediums used in their
expression, the works play a vital role in the development of the principles of a spatial practice that seeks to
engage with the fabric of the city and the activities that take place there. The development of an approach
towards the shaping of energy fields in diﬀerent mediums also establishes the principles from which to
identify, map and express the unseen forces which work together to create the qualities of architectural and
urban environments. The introduction of these sensibilities into the site-specific nature of the urban realm
provide the opportunity to expose the many layers of interpretation, contextual reference and potential
metaphors inherent within the shaping of the sensorial qualities of space. In this situation design has the
opportunity to become a spatial composition that reacts to the nature of the environment with which it
interacts, an augmentation and amplification of the conditions of architectural space that has the potential
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to suggest new spatial dynamics and new readings of the space. A primary form of this engagement with the
spaces of the city was oﬀered through the commissioning of temporal design installations within showrooms
in conjunction with annual design festivals. In these cases the work was usually called upon to respond to
a curatorial theme or question and the nature of the physical manipulation is informed by the inherent
qualities of the site. Such projects involved the careful interpretation and interaction with a commercial
space and its daily operations and call for a finely attuned appreciation of all forces at play within the space,
so that programmatic, thematic and phenomenal concerns are carefully balanced in a unique embellishment
of the existing conditions.
Developing the scope of an approach to design in which the understanding of the nature of wave-like
phenomena and its aﬀects upon our sensory faculties was employed to fashion the qualities of the city and
its spaces, involved the teaching of undergraduate Interior Design studios at RMIT University. Within these
studios the conception of design as a cross disciplinary pursuit that seeks new parameters for spatial practice
within the urban environment was interrogated by engaging with the physical, phenomenological, social,
cultural, historical and technological definitions which shape the city. In this way the design studio operates
as a mechanism for challenging pre-existing assumptions about the act of design and the role of the
designer within the cultural domain. In this approach, the idea of what constitutes an interior is continually
questioned and expanded. The formulating of design studios that applied the principles of the manipulation
of light, sound, form and materiality as their central focus, provided the opportunity to develop an approach
to the act of design that employed the manipulation and testing of physical phenomena as a fundamental
methodology. These explorations were then used to broaden the extent of potential projects that such
sensibilities can encompass. The projects that emerged from this thinking ranged from temporal and
ephemeral art-based installations, short-term exhibitions and expositions, sculptural interventions, dramatic
architectural spatial transformations and the shaping of the interrelationships and narratives within complex
interior programs (appendix 3).
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Undergradute Interior Design Studio Projects
First row:
1. Interior Cities. Ross McLeod. 1999
2. Thermal Springs Bath House. Jelka Ottens. 2007
3. Eclipse. Hui Ching Laam and Yi Zhen Kueh. 2009
4. Spatial Shift. Lisha Corcoran and Nick Visser. 2009
Second row:
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Third row:
9. Heliographic Observatory Installation - Alison Loader, 2009.

The final synthesis of concerns that the project has manifest is the relationship between the manipulation
of phenomena and its eﬀects on our perception. This linking of the realms of physics and psychology
reconfigures the reference points from which to consider the act of design. In such a schema the essential
design act is no longer one that is concerned with the conceiving of objects, spaces and buildings but
rather is considered as a cross-disciplinary practice that is involved in the shaping of spatial experience. In
this approach to design, the phenomenological appreciation of the body and its sensory faculties, as the
mediator between physical sensation and mental cognition is explored and exploited. Under these terms
interior design is viewed as the manipulation of urban spatial phenomena which structures our perceptual
comprehension and subsequent interaction with the built environment. The conception of the designer
as a practitioner who orders the perception of spatial experience oﬀers the opportunity to re-imagine the
act of design within the urban realm, so that disciplinary boundaries are challenged and dissolved and the
city is viewed as a continuously transforming set of conditions which the designer modulates, amplifies and
attunes in order to imbue our surroundings with a deeper resonance.
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10.Soto Zen Buddhist Temple. Hui Ching Laam. 2009
11.Playtime. Susan Melton. 2008
12.Saint Patricks Cloisters - Passageway. Christina Halim. 2009
Fourth row:
13.Louis Vuitton Flagship Store - Section. Jessica Gunawan. 2009
14.Saint Patricks Cloisters - Model. Christina Halim. 2009
15.RMIT Spiritual Center. Nick Visser. 2009
16.Spatial Shift. Alison Loader and Simon Bergman. 2009
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appendix 1
memory diagram

The references to the traditions of physical thought that the research into wave-like phenomena exposed
was organised within a memory diagram which acted as a mnemonic device for use in the development
of design projects. Beyond its consideration as an historical ordering of layers of information, the diagram
was most powerful as a design tool in which the potential links between diﬀerent topics, suggested certain
juxtapositions and correlations of ideas and fuelled the conception of new approaches to the manipulation
of phenomena and the creation of new design works. In this way the diagram displayed not only the
interconnecting areas of interest and inspiration involved in the project but also alluded to the complex
nature of design thinking. This is a process that oscillates between considerations of the general historical
and theoretical bases of knowledge, the specific understanding of the manipulation of the physical world
and the resulting aﬀects on the human psyche.
The outer ring of the diagram encompassed the geometric traditions that have defined various civilizations
and epochs throughout the history of civilization; the second charted a number of seminal figures who
contributed to the development of scientific descriptions of the universe; the third outlined the paradigms
of physical thought that define our contemporary comprehension of the laws of nature; the fourth layer
inferred that the comprehension of the principles eluded to in the outer three layers, can be applied to an
understanding of the elements of the physical world with which a designer shapes the qualities of the built
environment; the fifth layer considered aspects of the qualities of human perception that can be stimulated
through the manipulation of physical phenomena, while the centre ring represents the interrelationship
between the acts of art and design that can encompass the potentials within this field of physical
knowledge.

Memory Diagram
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Vessel, 2000.
2400 x 600 x 450mm
Moulded Fibreglass,
Metallic Dust,
Fluorescent Lamps.

Hybrid Objects Exhibition,
Curation + Lighting Design
Melbourne Museum, 2002.

Tensile, 2000.
800 x 400 x 400mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Aluminum Mesh.

Mantra, 2003.
800 x 800 x 800mm
Vacuum Formed Polystyrene,
Plywood, Water
8 Watt Amplifier, Speakers,
Projected Light.

Spectrum, 2001.
1200 x 1200 x 200mm
Vacuum Formed Acrylic,
Mirrored Film, MDF,
Fluorescent Lamps,
Fluorescent Paint.

Sine, 2004.
1200 x 600 x 400mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh.

Pixel, 2002.
600 x 600 x 250mm
Spun Aluminum,
Fluorescent Lamps,
Fluorescent Paint.

Infinite, 2004.
1200 x 800 x 800mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh.

Topos, 2002.
500 x 400 x 300mm
Stainless Steel Mesh,
Zipper.

Alchemy, 2004.
900 x 900 x 900mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh.
Brass Wire Mesh.

Topoi, 2002.
450 x 2500 x 200mm
Stainless Steel Mesh,
Zipper.

Manifolds, 2005.
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh.
Brass Wire Mesh.

appendix 2
project chronology

The organisation of the works in a chronological manner oﬀered the opportunity to reflect upon the
development of the design methodologies taken within the project and highlighted the importance of the
fertilisation of ideas across diﬀerent series of works and the media with which they engaged. In this light
the project can be thought of as developing in three stages (represented on the following three pages). In
the first phase the focus of the work was directed at the experimental and exploratory investigations of
various phenomena and the resultant work was displayed in a number of exhibitions in which individual
pieces took on a more abstract and sculptural form of expression. In the second phase the experimental
work was conducted primarily through the teaching of undergraduate studio projects while my personal
practice embraced the use of computer aided modelling and rendering programs in order to explore works
at a larger scale and with greater complexity. Through these techniques the conception of works evolved
so that they were thought of as arrayed compositions of multiple individual components which worked
together to create integrated fields of form and phenomena. In this approach the potential to imbue the
works with greater metaphorical power and spatial presence became apparent. The third phase of the
project represents the maturing of the design methodology to the point where the experimental, sculptural,
contextual and spatial dimensions of a specific project were addressed progressively throughout the designs
development. In these works, the response to the conditions of particular sites and the foregrounding of the
works ability to aﬀect the audience’s perception became the paramount concerns in the engagement with
the dynamics of diﬀerent urban spatial typologies.
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Targets, 2005.
Powerpoint Projection.

Orchestration, 2007.
4800 x 1200 x 200mm
Medium Density Fibreboard,
RGB-LED Lights,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Shadowfield, 2006.
Holographic Film
Cardboard,
Fluorescent Lamps,
Fluorescent Paint.

Chora, 2006.
PVC Pipe, Flexi-Ply,
70 Watt Amplifier, Speakers,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Vesica, 2006.
1000 x 1000 x 600mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh.
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.
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Pause and Descend, 2008.
Powerpoint Projection,
Sound Forge.

Auroral, 2010.
Polypropylene Sheet,
Medium density Fibreboard

Harmonic Field Diagram,
Adobe illustrator, 2007.

Test Pattern, 2009.
Polypropylene Sheet,
Medium density Fibreboard.

Trajectories, 2010.
Mild Steel Wire,
Medium density Fibreboard

Babel, 2007.
Ceramic Vases,
70 Watt Amplifier, Speakers.
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Pod, 2009.
Three-dimensional
Digital Printing,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Plenum, 2010.
Laser Etched Acrylic.

Herald, 2007.
1600 x 1600 x 450mm
Traffic Cones,
70 Watt Amplifier,Speakers,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Portal, 2009.
Three-dimensional
Digital Printing,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Kotel, 2011.
Plywood, Fabric, Speakers.
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Continuum, 2006.
1800 x 6000 x 600mm
Stainless Steel Wire,
Stainless Steel Mesh
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Polarities, 2008.
Rhino Modelling.

Arc, 2009.
Three-dimensional
Digital Printing,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Circle of Fifths, 2011.
Acrylic Tubes,
Speakers, RGB-LED lights,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Manifold, 2006.
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Iris, 2008.
Three-dimensional
Digital Printing,
Rhino Modelling + Rendering.

Superposition, 2009.
Rhino Modelling.

Transience of Light, 2011.
Ping Pong Balls,
Fishing Line + Sinkers,
Jewellery Crimps,
Halogen Lighting.
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Light House
Ross McLeod and Wayne Moskwa, 2000.

appendix 3
undergraduate interior design studios

The adaptation of the body of knowledge generated from a personal studio practice into the pedagogical
concerns of undergraduate design studio teaching provided the opportunity to extend the scope of the
study through the input of the individual creativity, diverse fields of interest and youthful energy that the
students brought to these concepts. These studios were structured around primary investigations into
the manipulation of physical phenomena and led to the refinement of particular physical and sensorial
perceptions which were then applied to specific sites, contexts and briefs. The design projects developed
from such an approach operated to augment and amplify the phenomenological conditions of particular
spaces and overlay these spaces with new dimensions of experience and meaning. The studio topics and the
responses developed by the students served to expand the vernacular of design so that it traversed a wide
range of modes of practice and a plethora of potential urban spatial experiences.

The Light House studio project was situated in a Museum of Art, Science
and Human Perception. The conceptual basis of the project was to manifest
a space in which the visitor could experience a specific knowing of light via
an extraordinary spatial experience. A group of key people, discoveries and
philosophies that helped define the body of knowledge and perception of
light were identified. These ranged from the Egyptian, Greek and Taoist
cultures through to the scientific discoveries of Newton, Einstein and
Hawking. The designed responses were spatial expositions that housed the
assembled insight, knowledge and specific understanding of light of the
particular subject. The spaces attempted to create a physical manifestation
of a ‘way of seeing’ by focusing on the physical and phenomenological
implications of the subject’s work and making their knowledge ‘visible’ in
the surroundings. The metaphors inherent in the image of a lighthouse as
an isolated beacon, a reference point and ray of hope were to be exploited.
Ultimately the project attempted to merge the medium with the message
and expose the viewer to the entwined history of light and mind, by creating
a space where light and enlightenment became one.
Faraday’s Vision - Dzovinar Basil; Speed of Light - Tania Bartucca.

Twenty First Century Sublime
Ross McLeod and Matthias Hausler, 2005
The Twenty First Century Sublime studio explored ideas of the sublime in
relation to twentieth century modernist architecture and art practices.
The sublime was discussed in terms of the aﬀect that encounters which
overwhelm the senses and emotions have on the psyche and how they may
lead the mind to a heightened awareness of what lies beyond the everyday.
The project used the foyer of the original BHP House in Melbourne as both
a physical site and as an example of modernist design principles. Initial
research and site investigations developed specific and personal readings
of the nature of the building, its usage and its context relative to twentieth
century architectural thinking. The students were also asked to come to
terms with the physical and phenomenological aspects of the site and
develop techniques for their focusing and amplification. This involved a
deep technical understanding of the aﬀects of light, sound and materiality
and the development of precise techniques for their documentation and
specification. In the final design proposal the students were asked to not
only consider the phenomenal, physical and material concerns of space but
include ideas around the social, cultural and behavioural aspects of human
beings. These observations and perceptions were to be aligned with the
specific conditions of the site and used as a mechanism for developing a brief
and program for the building’s foyer space. Ultimately the project sought to
raise the experience of the everyday into the extraordinary and transform
the mundane into the sublime.
BHP House Forecourt - Jessica Priemus.
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Gravitas

Sound and Vision

Ross McLeod and Jason Parmington, 2006.

Ross Mcleod and Bruce Mowson, 2008.

The Gravitas studio interrogated the concept of gravity as both a metaphor
and technical device with which a designer can focus the spatial dynamics of
grand urban void spaces within significant public buildings. The studio began
with the students familiarizing themselves with the evolution of twentieth
century sculptural practices and acquainting themselves with the surrealist
techniques of collage, assemblage, montage and homage. The studio
explored the associations inherent within specific materials and objects
through the careful arrangement and assemblage of contrasting elements.
The aim of this project was to produce works that communicated universally
on an essentially human level and to evoke memories and emotions. In the
final project of the semester the theme of the work moved from personal
investigations to ideas and issues that addressed civic and community
concerns. The students were free to choose a building or space from
anywhere in the world and document its physical structure, spatial dynamic,
history and cultural context. They then developed a sculptural and spatial
intervention for the chosen architectural void. The aim of the design was to
create dramatic hanging forms that would focus and amplify the site’s spatial
phenomena and expose specific issues and meanings inherent in the site and
its spatial typology.

The Sound and Vision studio asked students to develop proposals for a
temporary installation that would take place as part of the annual State of
Design Festival. The design was to be sited within an iconic space within
Melbourne’s CBD that would be transformed each evening through the
careful manipulation of the mediums of light and sound. The design
needed to consider the dynamics of the selected architectural space and
how sound and light could expose the context, history and issues of the
site. In addressing this brief the students needed to consider the temporal
dimension of the design and how their installation would change the space
over time. In developing the proposals the students produced a series of
experimental projects that explored the conjunctive use of light and sound.
These experimental/ sculptural pieces were produced at one to one scale and
attempted to engage in sound and light technologies in a sophisticated and
original way. Through these devices the students attempted to expose the
principles and aﬀects that the design would create. The final presentation
of the design proposal employed these light and sound experiments to
communicate the nature of the design intervention and simulate the visual
and aural qualities inherent within it.

Sendai Mediatheque Interior Landscape - Tao Oudimvillay + Naomi Fogel.
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140 Williams Street - Susan Melton; Underworld - Georgette Forbes.

Museum of Shadows

The Phenomenological Filter

Ross McLeod and Jason Parmington, 2007.

Ross McLeod and Jason Parmington, 2009.

The Museum of Shadows explored the nature of spaces whose material and
light qualities shift throughout the day and throughout the year. The studio
sought to capture the play of light across the materials, geometries, textures
and rhythms of a building’s fabric and in doing so define the relationship
between structure of a building’s form and the shaping of the qualities
of light within its volumes and spaces. Through a series of enquiries into
the geometry of repetition and drawing on the geometric principle known
as ‘wallpaper groups’, the students explored the potentials of patterns,
apertures, openings, borders, edges and perforations within the generation
of architectural form. The final design project involved the development a
memorial space that sought to capture the psyche of a city and its population
through the remembrance of a moment within the city’s past. The space was
to be a composition of cast elements which poetically interweaved structure,
aperture, pattern and texture so as to respond to the orientation of the sun’s
path and manifest constantly changing qualities of sunlight within the space.
The design of these spaces sought to poetically address the metaphoric and
emotive potentials of light and darkness and their interaction with space,
so as to powerfully express the essence of an event etched on the city’s
subconscious.

The Phenomenological Filter studio explored the concepts of
phenomenology as encountered in the realms of spatial art practice
and architectural space. The studio focused on the development of the
students’ spatial and temporal awareness of the physical world and
approached the act of design as a way of structuring experience. In this
philosophy, the relationship between the sensations of the external
world and the internal cognitive processes of the mind were continuously
examined and questioned. The studio extended this thinking by exploring
how the sensorial could become a metaphorical narrative that is attuned to
the programmatic ordering and experiential qualities of diﬀerent typologies
of space. Through the unpacking of the actions, rituals and encounters
inherent within particular spaces the students began to think about
the idea of the architectural program as a series of phenomenological
encounters. Ultimately the studio involved the development of projects
which challenged preconceptions toward the ordering of space and defined
the act of design as a process which engages in a refined understanding of
our perceptual faculties and their interaction with the complex phenomena
that constitute the spaces which we inhabit.

Helsinki Ice Pavilion - Weng Xueying; Tiananmen Square Memorial - Tang Wai Ying.

The Living Room - International Student Housing - Yi Zhen Kueh
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